
39 responses

Accepting responses

The current name of this group is “Khimti Forum”. If you consider that this is not an
appropriate name, would you suggest a different name that best reflects this group. Write
this under 'Other'.

39 responses

So far, this forum has been organizing a professional talk series under a broader theme of
“Infrastructure, Energy and Environment”. Do you consider it is relevant and interesting
theme? If you would like to suggest another theme or topic, suggest it under 'Other'.

39 responses

The objective of this group is to share knowledge, experience and professional networking.
Through our talk series, we intend to exchange innovative ideas, project experience or
research works that are relevant to our theme and useful for our forum members. Do you
agree with these objectives? If you have any other suggestions, write it under 'Other'.

39 responses

Summary Question Individual

Keep the current name as it is.
The name doesn't matter to me.
Infrastructure, Energy and Environment
Forum
Global forum for greening Nepal
Nepal Energy & Infrastructure Forum
Name that represents the types of
interests in the group would be good.
BPC, Sister Organizations and Friends
Khimti Talks

33.3%

51.3%

Yes, this theme is relevant and
interesting.
The theme/topics don't matter to me.
Add talks on opportunities and
challenges for Nepalese living abroad
(in Nepal and abroad).
including other theme such as
education, agriculture, some cross-cut…
We have to accommodate other
emerging issues

82.1%

Yes, the objectives are relevant.
No, I don't think the objectives are
relevant.
The initial objective was networking and
socialing - it is side benefit that it may
benefit in sharing knowledge and
experience.
May be add " discuss the current issues
in Nepal on above themes"
Yes, but no controversial issues

87.2%
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Did you find these talks interesting and useful? Please propose any suggestions that would
improve these talks under 'Other'.

39 responses

Since we have started this forum in May 2020, we have gone through six talk programs. How
many of these talks you have attended?

39 responses

Did you feel you had enough time to catch up and network? Do you want to allocate some
time for informal discussion? If so, how many minutes should we allocate (before or after the
talk?). Please suggest under 'Other' if you have something in mind.

39 responses

Did you find the past talk series well presented by the speakers?

39 responses

Very interesting and useful, continue the
talks as they are.
Moderately interesting, somehow useful,
but it needs improvement.
I have not attended enough to comment
The talks are very interesting and useful
but they must be limited to a 1 or 1.5
hour slot; otherwise, people tend to lo…
Very useful, but duration should be
limited to 1 hour

82.1%

none
1-2
3-4
5-612.8%

25.6%

59%

I am OK with current arrangement.
Please add 15-20 minutes networking
time before the presentation.
Please add 15-20 minutes networking
time after the presentation.10.3%

28.2%

61.5%

Yes, all of the past speakers were
qualified, stayed on the topic &
presented well.
Some of the speakers were good and
stayed on the topic & presented well.
We need better and qualified speakers
going forward.

12.8%

87.2%
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Did you find the past talk series well moderated? If you would like to suggest to improve
moderation, please write under 'Other'.

39 responses

Did you find the past talk series interactive enough and you felt that you had opportunity to
share your comments or ask questions? Please propose your suggestion to make it more
interactive under 'Other'.

39 responses

This forum is run by volunteers and it needs helping hands. Are you willing to volunteer to
help grow this forum and make it a useful professional network?

39 responses

If you are interested in volunteering, how can you help? If you have something in mind, please
write under 'Other'.

39 responses

Yes, all of the talks were well-
moderated.
Some of the talks were well moderated.
We need to reformat our moderation.
I have not attended enough
presentations to comment
Formal moderation was started recently
abd we need to keep it formal
Take the question only after the prese…
Yes, but moderators input should be s…

84.6%

Yes, I was given enough opportunities to
ask question and provide comments.
Somewhat interactive and would like to
make more interactive.
Try to limit a session to 90 min.
no comments
Please fix maximum time for each
speraker, otherwise it will be a disaster.

12.8%

79.5%

Yes, I am interested to volunteer to
facilitate some talks at my convenience.
No, I don’t have time to volunteer, but
will attend these talk series at my
convenience.

56.4%

43.6%

Expanding the network by bringing more
interested professionals.
Finding interesting speakers.
Helping with moderation.
All of the above.
Not interested in volunteering in any
way.
I will write later
No, thank you

17.9%

38.5%

30.8%
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Most of our past talk programs prolonged at least two to three hours in duration. Should we
limit the talk duration?

39 responses

So far, we have been arranging these talk program once a month. Do you think this
frequency of meeting is reasonable? Please suggest under 'Other' if you have something in
mind.

39 responses

So far, we have been meeting on a second Saturday of the Month. Is this convenient for you?
Please suggest new schedule under 'Other' if you are NOT sure about the current schedule.

39 responses

Limit to 1 hour
Limit to 1.5 hours
Limit to 2.0
Good to have flexibility for 2-3 hours

23.1%

7.7%

15.4%

53.8%

Yes, keep monthly meeting schedule as
it is.
I prefer bimonthly meeting instead to
sustain this program with good
speakers.
Due to the large volume of online
webinars / talk programs, the bimonthly
meeting may be more appropriate
one meeting in two months.
I prefer every two months

17.9%

74.4%

Yes, second Saturday of the Month is
convenient for me.
second Saturday of alternating months
I would prefer second Sunday of the
Month

94.9%
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Normally we meet starting at 14:30 GMT (Kathmandu 8:15 PM, Berlin/Oslo 3:30 PM, New
York/Toronto 9:30 AM, Calgary/Colorado 7:30 AM, Kuala Lumpur 10:30 PM, Melbourne 1:30
AM, Aukland 3:30 AM). We have considered this time as optimal for most of our forum
members spread across the globe. Is this time convenient for you? Please suggest GMT time
otherwise under 'Other'.

39 responses

Do you have any other suggestions for this forum?(Insert your other suggestion and opinion about
this forum, if something was not covered in the above questionnaire).

39 responses

It's been going great and should continue with it.

N/A

NA

NA

ultimate objective should be adding some contributions to the development of Nepal

Thanks for taking the initiation to start this forum.

Good to keep continue

No

We may consider including emerging technology relevant to Nepal in future

Yes, we should continue with this time.
No, it is not convenient for me
Other...
I prefer 14:30 GMT

97.4%
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